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For the residents of this apartment, Podlasie in Eastern Poland is associated with a family home, nature and 

peace. They wanted to recall all this in Warsaw. And the architect Jacek Tryc helped them to achieve this.

For the owners of this apartment, it is a family home smelling of Sunday cake, it is a memory of storks in the

meadow behind the house, images of the winding Narew river and the backwaters of the Biebrza River 

written under the eyelid. Within 84 m2, they managed to create – from memories, thoughts and creative 

work – an interior that in an interesting way refers to Podlasie and reminds about it at every step.

Looking for a designer who would transfer their ideas into the real world, the owners came across architect 

Jacek Tryc. He is known for establishing a relationship with each client, which allows him to create an 

interior that is the realization of the needs, desires and dreams of future residents, and thanks to this each 

of his projects is unique. Like his customers. In creating the concept and then implementing this interior, he 

cooperated with Angelika Kłos.

The project that eventually came into being is the result of a lively and emotional dialogue between all 

parties involved. Modern, minimalist architecture, rooted in current trends, but in an unobtrusive way, 

meets here subtly with organic, ecological materials. Memories, and even nostalgia, harmonize with 

functionality and a very clear focus on the usability of this interior, at the same time giving room for various 

interpretations. Details used were taken from the traditional wooden architecture of Podlasie, here and 

there interwoven with accessories and decorations of the Far East, especially Japan, very close to the heart 

of the owners. The interiors include beams and boards recovered from demolitions, which remember the 

times of at least the beginning of the last century, and old, restored furniture. Lush greenery and singing 

birds outside the window is another layer that builds a unique atmosphere of the house. Although it is 

located in louder, dynamic Warsaw, it allows you to move in thoughts and feelings to the land of peace and 

quiet. This is a home where you can really relax.

Aged furniture perfectly fits into the minimalist atmosphere that always appears with the introduction of 

modern furniture. Old wood from demolition has both sentimental and aesthetic value. The drawing of the 

rings, the unevenness of the surface bring perfection of imperfections.

Natural materials are ubiquitous in this apartment. It would be in vain to look for plastic. Here, surrounded 

by wooden furniture and wooden floors, it simply would not fit. Most equipment also has clean, straight 

lines. The exception is old furniture, like a desk with carved doors and drawers and an inlaid tabletop.

The wall behind the bed can be seen as a reference to the old bread ovens with built-in niches, but also to 

the equipment found in Far Eastern homes. Either way, the effect is intriguing and very visually satisfying.


